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ROOFDESIGN

Highfield Humanities College in Blackpool,
England, with the IDEALVARIABEL
SYMBIOSIS OF VISUAL EFFECT
AND TECHNOLOGY
The prestigious British architectural design
firm Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios (London,
Bath and Belfast) chose, for the construction
of the new Highfield Humanities College at
the seaside resort of Blackpool, a special
kind of façade design: with suspended, rearventilated wall cladding made of clay roofing tiles an equally economical, creative design and functional solution for the versions
of the building’s outer skin was achieved.

For about 28 million euros, within a construction time of roughly two years, a bright,
open school building adapted to the needs
of modern education for approximately
1,200 school students was built. Completed
in spring 2013, the property not only meets
the highest functional and ecological standards, but thanks to its attention-getting aesthetics it is considered a showcase project for
school construction in the United Kingdom.
It was nominated for various awards and in
2013 it was awarded a prize by the Blackpool Civic Trust as the best new building.
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COLOUR CONCEPT
A design highlight of the building is the
façade made of differently coloured roof
tiles which envelops the school building in
a veritable sea of colour (1). The two primary colours blue and green are the starting point. The eight graduated blue and
green shades, in which the almost dramatically staged façade shines out, arouse in
the observer associations with sea waves,
the shimmering covering, associations
with the plate-shaped elements of scales
occurring in nature (2). To a particular degree, the curved contours of the hollow interlocking tile IDEAL VARIABEL also incorporate the wave movement of the nearby
Irish Sea (3).

Approximately 30,000 roofing tiles were required for implementation, thereof almost
two thirds in the dark blue standard glaze
“dark azure“ from the company Laumans.
Seven other colour variants of the tile were
hand-glazed in accordance with the exact
specifications of the planners in a relatively
small quantity. Besides the coloured design
the products refined with a coat of glaze
provide the advantage of an active dirt repellent effect and hence defy the adverse
conditions of the coastal climate.
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MATERIAL
With the roofing tile the architectural design
firm Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios decided
in favour of a natural product made of clay
(4). Apart from the advantages of design
leeway, the ceramic building material was
convincing also from a technical point of
view:
The hollow interlocking tile IDEAL VARIABEL
used is, with a view to optimum rain ingress
protection, configured with double ring interlocking in the head and side areas (5). The
excellent water flow of this model of tile ensures that the rainwater that has penetrated
into the interlocking system is returned to
the trough of the roofing tile located below

it. The trough is deeply vaulted so that the
rainwater is guided safely into the gutter
and cannot flow into the area of the lateral
interlocking. Also the overlapping and the
intensive interlocking in the four-tile corner
contribute to the rain ingress protection and
are in addition decisive for the characteristic
of wind suction safety. By means of the fourfold overlap of the IDEAL VARIABEL in the
four-tile corner the tiles hold one another in
place reciprocally in the horizontal, vertical
and diagonal directions (6).
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STRUCTURE
The outer skin of the building was planned
as a rear-ventilated structure in order to have
the wooden sub-structure (7) and the covering material continuously dried by means of
the current of air. For example, besides the
supporting lathing, counter lathing and a
conically produced counter-batten were fitted so that the air flow reaches all of the
areas of the structure. In the eaves and ridge
area which, in the case of Highfield Humanities College, is a connection to a flat roof,
supply air and waste air openings were provided in order to ensure the functionality of
the chimney effect (8a/8b).

and even supporting surface of the curved
tile and the care required during execution a
slight play in the structure was achieved so
that the tiles are not displaced as a result of
the screwing.

FASTENING
On the school building façade the roofing
tiles hang nearly vertically. Every tile has
therefore been screwed to the supporting
lathing through the nail hole specially provided for the purpose (9). Moreover, a stainless steel storm clip adapted to the model of
tile contributes decisively to the wind suction safety required and prevents the tiles
from rattling during gales or storms (10).
Thanks to the large dimensioned smooth

DETAILED SOLUTIONS
In the lateral areas or in the case of interruptions in the tile surface of the façade
detailed solutions were necessary which are
technically sophisticated and visually appealing. Hence, in the case of this project,
besides the standard tiles, more than 1,000
additional double brim tiles glazed in various colours are used for the left-hand side
termination of the façade areas (11). For the
right-hand side termination standard flat
tiles are used.
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CUSTOMISED SPECIAL TILES
The roofing tile is a small-format roofing
material that can absorb movements of the
sub-structure resulting from wind and temperature fluctuations. Due to the use of the
tiles in the wall area the planners wished to
achieve additional movement play in order
to be able to offset possible stresses caused
by movements and uneven settlement of the
building structure on the building ground. In
order to be able to make an expansion joint
in the tile wall cladding with a lateral movement play of approx. 20 mm in the tile covering, customised production of the model
of tile was carried out which was pressed
in the water draining area without side interlocking (12). By means of this functional
solution – the brim of the overlapping part
pushes unimpeded horizontally across the
plateau of the levelling tile – the architect’s
requirement was met without products

made of a different material having to be
fallen back on.
RÉSUMÉ
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios have, with
the conception and implementation of the
construction of the new school in Blackpool,
created architecture which sets standards as
regards design and visual aspects. Both economically and technically the façade is convincing with its highly effective protection
from the weather which was produced with
one of the world’s oldest and most proven
building materials – the roofing tile. Hence
the architects in this building project define
modernity and functionality of the classic
”tile” in an exciting new way.
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